What is Graphic Medicine?

It's the use of
comics to explore
health issues in
engaging ways!

...meanwhile at the
Guntersville Public Library,
librarians are working hard
to add more than 300
graphic novels for all ages
on a variety of health
topics.

BUT WAIT!
THAT'S NOT
ALL!

Graphic Medicine at the Library
Many people think of comics in terms of
superheroes and Sunday newspapers. However,
over the past few decades the comic genre has
evolved and is now acknowledged as a
legitimate form of literacy. Graphic novels
(essentially comics in longer novel form)
use both text and images to engage the reader.
These novels explore all of the same topics we
see in traditional novels, never shying away from
difficult issues like loss, war, and illness.
Graphic medicine is the field in which
comics and medicine intersect. These novels
examine the challenges of complex medical
issues, allowing unseen illness to be seen.The
ability to see how others experience illness can
offer another avenue of support and healing for
both patients and caregivers. Graphic medicine
is even used in medical schools as a way to
offer new perspectives in patient care, as it
provides images for symptoms and issues not
always voiced by the patient.

From Ink in Water by Lacy J. Davis and Jim Kettner

The Guntersville Public Library is excited to introduce graphic medicine to our
community. Over the next few months we will be adding more than 300 graphic novels for all
ages to our collection on topics such as Alzheimer’s, cancer, mental illness, eating
disorders, abuse, addiction, epilepsy, and much more. Titles will include both fiction and
nonfiction, with many relatable, funny, and occasionally heartbreaking memoirs.
We hope our graphic medicine collections will offer our patrons an accessible way to explore
health issues in authentic and engaging ways.
This brochure gives a glimpse
into the new graphic medicine
collections and services offered
at the Guntersville Public
Library. Highlighted are a few
notable graphic medicine titles
that can now be found on our
shelves, as well as descriptions
of the new graphic medicine
book group kits and programs
offered at the library.

From Small Things by Mel Tregonning

Notable Graphic Medicine Novels
Cancer Vixen: A True Story
by Marisa Acocella Marchetto

With laugh out loud humor and a lot of sass, this
groundbreaking graphic memoir inspires breast cancer
patients to fight back with style. Marchetto will remind you to
keep wearing those high heels and red lipstick to
chemotherapy—to be a vixen, not a victim.

I Kill Giants
by Joe Kelly

A coming-of-age story that beautifully and artfully tackles a
real life nightmare. Barbara Thorson is fearless. She kills
giants. Yet she is paralyzingly scared of what is really
happening in her home. Unable to face her own demons,
Barbara lives in a fantasy world, slaying monsters while
hiding from the darkness of the real world. A profound story
for anyone who has experienced childhood loss.

Marbles: Mania, Depression,
Michelangelo, and Me: A Graphic
Memoir
by Ellen Forney

When Forney is diagnosed with bipolar disorder she first
struggles to accept that she is "crazy" and looks at her
disorder as a creative gift. Dark humor, refreshing honesty,
and an exploration of other creative people with mood
disorders offer a glimpse into the effects of a mood disorder
on an artist’s work.

Graphic Medicine Book Group Kits
Book group kits contain four copies of each title, a comic reading quick start guide, discussion
questions, and a list of related titles. Kits will be ready for circulation Spring 2020 and
available for checkout to anyone with a library card.

Adults and Teens
Abuse

Becoming Unbecoming by Una
Something Terrible by Dean Trippe

Addiction
Sobriety by Daniel D. Maurer
King of King Court by Travis Dandro

Alzheimer's
Tangles: A Story About Alzheimer's, My Mother, and Me by Sarah Leavitt
Can't We Talk About Something More Pleasant: A Memoir by Roz Chast

Cancer
Mom's Cancer by David Fies
Cancer Vixen by Marisa Acocella Marchetto

Eating Disorders

Lighter Than My Shadow by Katie Green
Ink in Water by Lacy J. Davis and Jim Kettner

Grief
I Kill Giants by Joe Kelly
Rosalie Lightning: A Graphic Memoir by Tom Hart

Maternal Health
Kid Gloves: Nine Months of Careful Chaos by Lucy Knisley
I(v)F: A Memoir of Infertility by Sheila Alexander

Mental Health

Marbles: Mania, Depression, Michelangelo, and Me: A Graphic Memoir by Ellen Forney
It's All Absolutely Fine: Life is Complicated So I've Drawn It Instead by Ruby Elliot

Juvenile

Addiction (Parental)
Hey, Kiddo by Jarrett J. Krosoczka

Childhood Illness
Ghosts by Raina Telgemeier

Cancer

The Death of Captain Marvel by Jim Starlin

Grief
The Wendy Project by Melissa Osborne

Mental Health
Small Things by Mel Tregonning

Graphic Medicine Programs
Participants will be able to register for programs through our Facebook page, website, or by
calling the library. Registration will open a few weeks before the each program, so keep an eye
on our Facebook page and website!

Sequential Science
This educational program will be directed at teaching medical professionals and educators the
benefits of graphic medicine. This workshop will involve instruction on graphic novels
(sequential art) as bibliotherapy, exploration of graphic medicine titles, and discussion on
current uses of the genre in the medical field. Instruction is aimed at engaging intellectual and
artistic aptitudes, pushing professionals to tap into their own experiences to inspire the
connection between graphic stories and illness.
Saturday, March 14 at 10:00 AM

From The Graphic Medicine Manifesto by MK Czerwiec, Michael J. Green, Kimberly R. Meyers, and Scott T. Smith

Inking Out Loud
This workshop will be targeted towards patients, family, and caregivers. Using art and storytelling,
participants will explore how to create comics as a mode of self-expression. No experience in
drawing comics or knowledge of comics is needed to gain the benefits of this workshop.
Saturday, April 25 at 10:00 AM

"Comics are a
gateway drug to
literacy."
- Art
Spiegelman

1240 O’Brig Ave.
Guntersville, AL 35976
256-571-7595
Library Hours
Tuesday 9:00am - 8:00pm
Wednesday 9:00am - 6:00pm
Thursday 9:00am - 8:00pm
Friday 9:00am - 6:00pm
Saturday 9:00am - 2:00pm
Sunday and Monday - Closed
Please visit our website at
guntersvillelibrary.org
Follow us on
Facebook and Instagram
If you have any questions
please contact the library or
email Assistant Director,
Leigh Ann Laney at
leighann@guntersvillelibrary.org
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